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4-SIDE MOULDER

DOUBLE ARBOR 
MULTIPLE RIP SAW

A highly efficient automatic infeeding system perfectly suited 
for 4-side moulder, multiple rip saw. Cut off saw...

AUTOMATIC INFEEDING SYSTEM (CHAIN TYPE 5M x 2M) 

TABLE AREA (OPTIONAL: UP TO 5M x 2M) 5M(LENGTH) x 2M(WIDTH)

CROSS CHAINS 6 unit

MIN. TIMBER LENGTH 600mm

MAX. TIMBER LENGTH 5000mm

FEED MOTOR 15HP (INVERTER)

FEEDING CHAIN MOTOR 10HP (INVERTER)

FEED SPEED 6~60M/min

USE FOR TIMBER WIDTH 320mm, TIMBER THICKNESS 160mm

MACHINE DIMENTIONS Length 6754mm x Width 3216mm x High 1675mm

• Specifications and design characteristics are subject to change without prior notice.

SEMI-OPTIMIZING CUT-OFF SAW



Powerful Chain Conveyor Drive

The 6 units of chain conveyors are driven by 

a 10HP motor, and transmitted via a speed 

reducer.

Chain conveyors feed is controlled by a 

frequency inverter for variable speed 

change.

Powered Top And Bottom Feed 
Wheels

Specially designed powered top and bottom 

feed wheels exhibit extra powerful feeding 

capacity.

Feed wheels are driven by a 15HP motor with 

inverter control, allowing for variable speed 

change.

Infeed speed is controlled by a frequency 

inverter, permitting variable speed change to 

be synchronized with that of 4-side moulder.

Stainless Steel Chain Conveyor

Stainless steel chain conveyors ensure smooth 

feed at all times without wood jamming problem 

and long service life.

Distance between chain conveyors is adjustable.

AUTOMATIC INFEEDING SYSTEM HELPS 
YOU STAY COMPETITIVE !
The FULLPOWER Automatic Infeeding System is designed to dramatically 

increase productivity with less effort. With the automatic infeeding system, wood 

is continously fed at a fast pace. The system integrates many outstanding 

features:

 Stainless steel chain conveyors inerease feeding smoothness.

 Powered top and bottom feed wheels offer extremely powerful feeding effect.

 Infeed speed is controlled by a frequency inverter.

 Feed wheels are loaded by air cylinders.

 Rugged construction throughout for maximum rigidity and stability.
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